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the fruit of the vine

wine at masada and
in the new testament
jo ann H seely

blessed art thou 0 lord our god king of the universe
who created sweet wine good must from grapevines
that is pleasing to a person and good for man
that gladdens the heart and makes the face shine
it is consolation to mourners and those of bitter spirit forget their misery
it is medicine to all who drink it to him who drinks it sensibly
it is hearts joy gladness and great delight to its drinkers
he our god created it of old for pleasure
among the works established from the beginning
so that all who drink it shall bless god
and praise the author of understanding
who prepared the delicacies of the world
and formed the sweet things of the earth
1

this ancient jewish benediction preserved from the cairo
genizah is an expanded version of the one sentence blessing
required by rabbinic law before wine could be drunk 2 it extols the
virtues of the fruit of the vine acknowledges the goodness of god
as provider and cautions the overindulgent the poem also reveals
the broad spectrum of life in which ancient peoples partook of
wine from mere pleasure drinking to comfort for those in
mourning wine was highly valued in antiquity it was a common
table drink a desirable trade item a gift to kings a medical aid a
ritual offering and part of nearly every aspect of life as it was
shared by family friends priests and kings to celebrate happiness
and sorrow worship and covenant
this article will consider the use of wine in ancient palestine
focusing primarily on its use in the first century AD the wine
207
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stores at masada demonstrate that an effort was made to make
wine available even in difficult circumstances what can be
learned from the wine craters
kraters found at masada how was wine
produced and what types of wine were available in ancient palestine what insight does the old testament provide and how is
wine viewed during new testament times wine was more than
just a staple of life the blood of the grape became a rich symbol
encompassing the blessing of god as well as his wrath and the ultiwine press
mate passion of the lord himself as he trod the winepress

wine at masada

the excavations

at masada provide a small window into first
century israel and although the inhabitants were living under
extreme conditions the basic staples of life were present josephus describes the stores thus the stores laid up within would
have excited still more amazement alike for their lavish splendour
and their durability for here had been stored a mass of corn
amply sufficient to last for years abundance of wine and oil
013
113
3
josephus writes
besides every variety of pulse and piles of dates 313
that the rebels at masada supplemented their supplies by vicious
attacks on the nearby villages on a night raid to en gedl they
rifled the houses seized the ripest of the crops and carried off
their spoil to masada they made similar raids on all the villages
around the fortress and laid waste the whole district 4 both jose
phuss
chuss account and the archaeological data indicate that there was
plenty of food and wine on masada
one particular storeroom at masada was thought to have
been designed specifically for the storage of wine or a liquid of
some type it had plastered walls and three well plastered circular
pits or depressions in the floor spaced across the length of the
room scholars suggest that this room was for stocking wine and
the pits were used to either facilitate pouring the liquid from the
large storage jars into smaller vessels or to contain any wine that
spilled during transfer most of the wine jars found seem to be of
the herodian period as indicated by their shape but many had
inscriptions in ink or charcoal with the new owners names on
them 5 of particular interest were the wine jars recovered bearing
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judea which were apparently
ofjudea
the inscription to king herod of
sent to herod from italy 6 this was the first time the name of herod
had been found in an inscription also noted on the jars was the
ninus who was in office
sentius Satur
saturninus
name of the roman consul C dentius
ests
archaeologists
ists 7
archaeology
in the year 19 BC providing an exact date for the archaeolog
perhaps the most interesting inscription found on some of
the jars was the hebrew letter tav which has been suggested to
represent the word trumah or priestly due the people at
masada may have been attempting to live according to the law as
outlined in numbers 18 which commanded them to bring to the
levites all the best of the oil and all the best of the wine and of
the wheat the firstfruits of them which they shall offer unto the lord
them have 1I given thee num 1812 the levites were then to give
a tenth of this offering to the priests for their use num 1826 28
certain of the jars may have been set aside for those of either the
priestly or levitical lineage or even just separated from the stores in
an effort to fulfill the commandment 8

wine in ancient palestine
vitis vinifera L the grape vine has been cultivated in palestine from the early bronze age and is found in nearly every section
of the country from the north to the south ample archaeological
evidence demonstrates the widespread cultivation of grapes including agricultural terracing stone towers associated with vineyards and thousands of winepresses
wine presses dating from the early bronze
age to the byzantine period the stone towers often referred to as
watchtowers were used not only to guard the vineyards at harvest
time but also to store the grapes and protect them from the heat
winepresses 9
until they were transported to the winepresses
production harvesting of the grapes occurred in september
and october care was to be taken to not gather all of the fruit as
grapes are specifically mentioned to be left for the poor to glean
deut 2324 harvesting and treading the grapes was a
lev 1910 beut
happy time of community comradeship and singing the scriptures describe times of sorrow when gladness is taken away and
joy out of the plentiful field and in the vineyards there shall be no
treaders shall tread out
singing neither shall there be shouting the treaters
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no wine in their presses I1 have made their vintage shouting to
cease isa 1610
most winepresses
wine presses were hewn out of solid rock but some
were built and plastered A typical winepress
wine press would include a vat
large enough for several men to tread the grapes sometimes a
beam was placed overhead with ropes suspended to help support
treaders As the grapes were pressed the expressed juice
the treaters
would flow through a connecting channel which contained a filniter of thorns from the first vat to a lower smaller vat where the
juice would sit allowing the lees to settle to the bottom from this
second vat the juice would be poured into containers and moved
for storage the grape skins left in the first vat would often be
pressed again to produce an inferior wine that could be used to
make vinegar at times a wooden beam with either weights or a
screw attached was used to press the grapes winepresses
Winepresses were
also occasionally used to crush olives after the grapes were pressed
and to serve like cisterns to catch the winter rains
wine was stored either in earthenware pots or wineskins
win eskins
as koi the skins were usually made from goat or lamb hides with
ahkoi
askoi
the neck and legs tied the skins were able to stretch as the wine
fermented and gases formed once the skins had already been
used and stretched new wine could not be poured into them or
they would burst matt 917 earthenware jars or amp
amphorae
horae
amphoral
were sealed with clay but a small hole was left by the handle to
release the gases as fermentation took place eventually this hole
was sealed with clay and stamped with the owners name or seal
the softer rock beneath limestone so prevalent in palestine
allowed the digging of storage cellars all over the country the
wealthy had cellars in their own homes and the pointed ends of
amp horae were buried in the ground to keep the wine cool
amphorae
amphoral
words for wine the mediterranean world has a rich vocabulary related to viticulture here we will consider only the most
common scriptural terms for wine 10 although the words have
varying meanings they are often used as synonyms in the text
where they all seem to suggest wine that was fermented and not
simple grape juice 11
kayin the most prevalent of all the words for wine in
hebrew is yarin it has a very wide distribution with cognates
found in both semitic and indoeuropean
indo european languages including
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Amp
amphorae
horae from masada these two handled jars with narrow necks
amphoral
were used to carry and store wine the pointed ends could be buried in
the ground to keep the wine cool

greek oinos
pinos and latin vinum scholars have argued thtyaym
that kayin
yayin
etymologybut but probably came from hittite
does not have a semitic etymology
or an anatolian origin 12 kayin
yayin refers to wine in general and is used
141 times in the old testament in many different contexts
birosh
tirosh on a few occasions birosh
tirosh is translated as new wine
but most often it is translated simply as wine it occurs thirty
eight times in the old testament tirosh
birosh should not be confused
with grape juice when translated as new wine as the context in
this passage shows new wine take
takess away the heart or understanding hosea 411 birosh
tirosh later becomes the expression for ritqumran texts 13
ual wine and is used instead oiyayin
ofyayin in the quaran
asis this term appears only five times in the old testament
and is derived from a root meaning to press crush from which it
takes the meaning of juice it is used in poetry as a synonym for
birosh
tirosh and was also considered intoxicating in isaiah we read that
israels oppressors shall be drunken with their own blood as with
sweet wine asis ajsa
jsa
isa 4926
oinos this term is the common greek word translated as
wine in the new testament out of thirty seven occurrences of
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wine in the new testament thirty three are translated from the
word oinos oinos designates wine that is fermented and is used in
references in which warnings are given concerning intoxicating
effects of wine see eph 518
glaukos
gleukos
Gleukos this term is usually translated from greek as white
glaukos is translated as new wine it was
but in one case in acts gleukos
considered an intoxicant those who heard the apostles speaking
in tongues at pentecost accused them of being full of new wine
gie
ukos acts 213
gle
gleukosy
glaukos
gleukos
additional vocabulary relating to wine includes must the
juice from freshly pressed grapes lees that which is strained out
after the wine has been left to sit and ferment dibs a thick syrup
made from boiling the wine down and used to spread on bread or
to mix with water as a beverage and wormwood a bitter herb
artemisia absinthium that was sometimes added to wine and
that was used to make a strong tea used as a folk remedy for intestinal ailments in the bible wormwood is often referred to symboli8slo
sio10 11
cally as sorrow or bitterness beut
deut 2918 jer 915 rev 810
types of wine in the ancient world varieties of wine were
made from prunes raisins cherries dates apples and pomegran
ates but the wines of palestine were almost entirely made from fer14
grape
juice there is one mention of pomegranate wine
mented
82.
in song of solomon 82
82 once the grapes were pressed the juice
would begin to ferment within six to twelve hours 15 the quantity
of alcohol in the wine is uncertain but scholars explain the
amount of alcoholic content which could be achieved by fermentation was not high when compared with what can be attained
through modern
modem methods of distillation unknown in the ancient
world 16 wines that were a year old were still considered new wine
and tradition held that a man could not drink old wine while giving
his jewish slaves new wine because of its inferiority 17 although
wine improved over time wines were generally consumed within
three or four years modern pasteurization or containers that would
18
available
were
periods
not
allow longer storage
wines available in palestine in the first century include red
white clear and dark wine 19 sorek bright red was thought to be
very choice wine wines were also classified by taste including
10
and boiled or cooked spices and
sweet bitter sour smoked 20
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scents were added not only to enrich the flavor but also to help
enhance wine that was spoiling due to storage conditions the talmud describes some of the spices or other substances added to
wine listing balsam honey pepper myrrh sapa a sweet syrup
used by the romans capers and wormwood 21
in addition to wine vinegar was produced by allowing either
my co
the wine or the lees of the wine to sour causing a fungus myco
derma aceti to develop and turn the alcohol into an acetic acid
vinegar was also prepared from wine made of the grape skins after
the new wine had been pressed vinegar had several functions it
was used as a dressing for salads and a sop in which to dip bread
ruth 214 and on occasion in a diluted state as a drink vinegar
was also used as a solvent for herbs and drugs and utilized for
medicinal reasons vinegar mixed with myrrh was what was offered to jesus on the cross just before he died matt 2734 mark 1523

john 1928 30

wine in the first century

temple ritual and offerings wine

played a significant

part in the ritual at the temple during the new testament period
not only as a libation accompanying the daily sacrifices but also as
an offering brought by individuals at the conclusion of the morning and evening sacrifices a priest poured out the drink offering of
wine called a libation on the base of the altar like the blood of
other offerings at which time the levites began to sing pausing
for the trumpets blown by the priests which signaled the people
to bow down in worship 22 the individual sacrifices burnt tressin13 could be accompanied by a meal offerpass peace but not sin23
ing and a drink offering the peace offering was always followed
by a shared meal which included wine each of the sacrifices was
accompanied by a specified drink offering for a lamb 14 hin of
wine one hin is about five liters a ram 13 hin and a bull
155 10 24 traditionally the offerers ate and drank
12 hin num 15510
together afterward
daddy sacrifices and offerings were doubled on the sabdaffy
daliy
the daily
bath and additional sacrifices and drink offerings were made on
new moons and feast days all of which were in addition to the
21
individual votive and freewill offerings 25
the feast of tabernacles
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in particular characterized by extra offerings of wine and water
perhaps because of its harvest connections
the temple stored large amounts of wine from the offerings
and tithes of the people three obligations could involve bringing
wine to the temple firstfruits priestly due and tithes A harvests
firstfruits required a donation from the seven crops listed in
mah
mab
taru
tarhmab
deuteronomy 88 including grapes the priestly due or tarumah
was taken from the best of all the fruit of field and tree whatsoever is used for food and is kept watch over and grows from the
1126
26
soil is liable to tithes 7126
in some cases wine was donated for each
of these offerings because it was easier to store altogether there

inscription from a wine or oil vessel part of this inscription reads
suited for the purity of hallowed things the inscription was probably
written on a jar that stood at the head of a row in a masada storeroom
after the jar had been emptied it was destroyed to prevent storing con
tents in it that were not ritually clean that in other words did not fit
kaveh the arathe description on the jar yigael yadin
badin and joseph naveh
estraca and jar inscriptions in masada Li- the yigael
maic and hebrew ostraca
yadin
yadm
196 1965 final reports ed joseph aviram
abiram
badin excavations 1963
gideon foerster and ehud netzer jerusalem israel exploration society
1989 35
and hebrew university of jerusalem 19891
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was a considerable amount of wine to take care of at the temple
and it was put in the care of a treasury officer who was presumably
a levite also among the priests serving their turn at the temple
was a drink officer who was chosen by casting lots 27 another of
the priests was responsible for the vessels on the shewbread table
which many believe contained wine num 47 and for the
twelve loaves or bread of the presence 28
the most obvious symbol of wine at the temple was the large
sculpted vine that twisted above the front entrance josephus says
that above the temple doors spread a golden vine with grape
all who
ali
ail
clusters hanging from it a marvel of size and artistry to an
1129
7129
29
constructed
had
material
costliness
of
it
been
saw with what
josephus also describes the vine as having grape clusters as tall as
a man hanging from it 30 this vine caused some in antiquity to
sos had become part of
mistakenly believe that the cult of dionysos
Diony
dionisos
sos the greek wine god was
Diony
israelite worship 31 the cult of dionysos
dionisos
evident in some of the more hellenized
hellenizer cities in palestine such as
281
211

caesarea and beth shean nysa scythopolis in the north and
sos was the principal
dionysos
rafiah in the south in beth shean Diony
dionisos
deity and there is literary epigraphic archaeological and numismatic evidence of his cult there 32
common table drink the ordinary table beverage of the
mediterranean world in roman times was wine mixed with
water 33 this mixture was not only preferred for reasons of taste
purity the
and custom but mixing water with wine also helped to purify
water the wine was poured through a strainer to remove lees
and insects into a large bowl where it was mixed with various
amounts of water from there it was poured into individual cups or
bowls jewish literature before and after the first century records
mixing wine with water it is harmful to drink wine alone or
again to drink water alone while wine mixed with water is sweet
and delicious and enhances ones enjoyment 2 mace 1539
rabbi eliezer circa AD 100 is quoted in the mishnah they do
not say the benediction over the wine until water has been added
3234
1134
34
to it 3134
the ratio is thought to be one part of wine to two parts
water but later talmudic sources record a one to three mixture 35
feasts and special occasions wine was served at festivi ties such as circumcisions engagements and weddings and
tivities
especially on sabbath when the customary blessing kiddush on
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the wine was pronounced wine was particularly important at
feasts such as the four cups required at the passover 36 those in
mourning were offered wine as a cup of consolation jer 167
not only to help lift their spirits but also because food could not
be properly prepared in a home where a death had caused a state
of uncleanness
the celebration purim included an admonition to drink in
great quantities the talmud says it is the duty of a man to mellow himself with wine on purim until he cannot tell the difference between cursed be haman and blessed be mordecai 37 in
jewish custom this was probably the only case in which excessive
drinking was appropriate drunkenness was regarded negatively
and denounced on numerous occasions in the old testament 38
the new testament says drunkards are not prepared for the kinglo10 bishops and deacons are not to
6g610
dom luke 2134 and 1 cor gio
be drunkards 1 tim 33 8 and christians are to be filled with
the spirit rather than with wine eph 518 paul suggests that
christians not drink any wine at all if it causes a weaker brother to
stumble rom 1421
abstinence several groups and individuals abstained from
drinking wine priests during their course of service at the temple
were forbidden to partake of wine lev 108 9 ezek 4421 nazi
rites those who took on a special personal vow were prohibited
from any product of the vine including grape juice wine grapes
vinegar or raisins num 63 nazirite vows were still very much
in practice during the first century at least temporarily john the
15 and acts 1818 sugbaptist may have been a nazirite luke 1115
gests that paul was completing a nazirite vow
19
bites also proclaimed total abstinence from wine 39
rechabites
the Recha
essenes are debated because of
while the drinking habits of the espenes
josephus description of essene meals some scholars believe that
essenes did not partake of wine it is in fact due to their invarithe espenes
able sobriety and to the limitation of their allotted portions of meat
and drink to the demands of nature 40 others argue that the
espenes
essenes were merely circumspect in their use of wine and did not
essenes
badin suggests that the only day the espenes
become intoxicated 41 yadin
drank wine was on the feast of new wine which occurs fifty days
after pentecost as recorded in the temple scroll 42
137
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medicinal uses the scriptures record several instances of
medicinal applications of wine paul suggests to timothy that he
drink no longer water but use a little wine for thy stomachs sake
and thine often infirmities G1 tim 523 one explanation of this
passage is that fihs
nihs
mixing
ing wine with water killed the numerous bacteria and organisms in the water that still are troublesome in the
middle east 43 the most celebrated instance of the medicinal use
of wine is the story of the good samaritan and his compassion on
the man who fell among thieves and he went to him and bound
up his wounds pouring in oil and wine and set him on his own
beast and brought him to an inn and took care of him luke 1034
wine and oil were sometimes mixed together for dressing wounds
and at other times administered separately 44 though not as effective as modern medicine the wine was probably helpful in reducing infection and was the only antiseptic that was readily available
to the samaritan
wine is accorded numerous medicinal properties by some
first century writers pliny the elder provides a list of ailments and
administered15
poisons for which wine is to be administered45
administered4515 and prescribes
wine mixed with water for cardiac disease and stomach disorResina ted wine wine with pine resin added for either
ders 46 resinated
resonated
enhancement or as a preservative was thought to be effective for
a variety of illnesses
143
113

des Pe danius a first century AD army physician explained
Dioscori
dioscorides
resonated
resina ted wine might
in his de materia medica v 34 that although resinated
cause headaches and dizziness it aided digestion was diuretic and
good for people with colds coughs intestinal pains dysentery
dropsy and other ailments indeed dioscorides
Dioscori des made it sound like a
wonder drug 47

Ash calon
in later centuries wines produced in gaza and ashcalon
were considered good for stomach distress fever colic kidney
diseases and liver ailments the wines also were mixed with various herbs for making eye salve 48

old testament
symbol of fruitfulness and fertility viticulture is first
mentioned in the old testament when noah built an altar to offer
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sacrifice and then he began to be an husbandman and he planted
a vineyard gen 920 vineyards vines and grapes became symbols of fruitfulness and of the lords gracious care of his children
the spies sent by moses into the promised land returned with
a cluster of grapes so large that they bare it between two upon a
staff num 1323 the enormous bunch of grapes represented
the bounty and fertility of the land prepared by the lord for the
israelites descriptions of the promised land always include the
vine A land of wheat and barley and vines and fig trees and
pomegranates a land of oil olive and honey beut
deut 88 psalms
says thy wife shall be as a fruitful vine by the sides of thine
house Ps 1283 using the vine again as a symbol of fertility
however the metaphor of the grape as a symbol for abundance
and fertility appears only in references to the land prepared by the
lord for israel the vine of the enemy is of the vine of sodom
and of the fields of gomorrah their grapes are grapes of gall their
clusters are bitter their wine is the poison of dragons and the
cruel venom of asps
deut 3232 33
alps beut
an important example of the figurative use of the vine is the
allegory of the vineyard in isaiah 5 israel is compared to a vineyard
that has been carefully developed and tended in order to produce

good fruit and by extension good wine but does not
now will I1 sing to my wellbeloved a song of my beloved touching his
vineyard my wellbeloved hath a vineyard in a very fruitful hill and
he fenced it and gathered out the stones thereof and planted it with
the choicest vine and built a tower in the midst of it and also made
a winepress
wine press therein and he looked that it should bring forth grapes
and it brought forth wild grapes
what could have been done
more to my vineyard that 1I have not done in it wherefore when I1
looked that it should bring forth grapes brought it forth wild grapes
2 4
isa 51 24

israel not only produced wild grapes but also participated in the
evil overindulgence in wine woe unto them that rise up early in
the morning that they may follow strong drink that continue until
night till wine inflame them isa 511 and woe unto them that
are mighty to drink wine and men of strength to mingle strong
drink which justify the wicked for reward and take away the
righteousness of the righteous from him isa 522 23
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symbol of the atonement of christ and finaljudgment
binai
final judgment
warnings against the wickedness of intoxication are mild compared
with the images of wine as blood and the pain of being trodden as
grapes in a winepress
winepress the first appearance of the symbol of the
wine press in reference to the messiah arises in the blessing given
winepress
to judah by his father jacob binding his foal unto the vine and
his asss
aass colt unto the choice vine he washed his garments in wine
and his clothes in the blood of grapes his eyes shall be red with
wine and his teeth white with milk gen 4911 12 in the book of
isaiah the reapplication of these images helps us understand both
the suffering of the savior and the judgment upon the sinners
wherefore art thou red in thine apparel and thy garments like him
winevat
win efat 1I have trodden the winepress
winepress alone and
that treadeth in the winefat
of the people there was none with me for 1I will tread them in mine
anger and trample them in my fury
furs and their blood shall be sprinkled upon my garments and 1I will stain all my raiment for the day of
vengeance is in mine heart and the year of my redeemed is come
and I1 looked and there was none to help and I1 wondered that there
was none to uphold therefore mine own arm brought salvation unto
me and my fury it upheld me and I1 will tread down the people in
mine anger and make them drunk in my fury and 1I will bring down
their strength to the earth isa 632 6

the unrepentant will be trodden down like the grapes in the press
as the lord executes his judgment but as their blood stains his gartreaders
ments just as the grape juice stains the garments of the treaters

he will redeem them the lord will tread the press alone it will
not be a time of singing and joy in the vineyard even the beam
overhead that lends support to those treading the grapes will not
there to uphold him he will bring salvation by his own arm
be thereto
to the people
jeremiah employs the metaphor of the cup of fury to demonstrate the wrath of the lord that will come upon all nations in judgment take the wine cup of this fury at my hand and cause all the
nations to whom 1I send thee to drink it and they shall drink and
be moved and be mad because of the sword that I1 will send among
them then took 1I the cup at the lords hand and made all the
nations to drink unto whom the lord had sent me jer 2515 17
there follows a list of israel and all her neighbors that will
partake in this terrible drink drink ye and be drunken and spue
saue
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win send
and fall and rise no more because of the sword which 1I will
among you jer 2527 lamentations specifically mentions israel
as one to reap this punishment the lord hath trodden under foot
all my mighty men in the midst of me he hath called an assembly
against me to crush my young men the lord hath trodden the vir15
winepress lam 1115
gin the daughter of judah as in a winepress
symbol of covenant wine is also an integral part of
covenant in the old testament abraham partakes of the bread and
wine blessed by melchizedek the priest of the most high god
before he pays his tithes JST gen 1418 20 jacob offers wine
and oil at the pillar he erected to commemorate the lords renewal
of the covenant of abraham with him at bethel gen 359 15
wine as a drink offering becomes a significant part of the system of
sacrifices and offerings in the mosaic covenant see details of this
in the section above concerning temple ritual and offerings
the writings of the rabbis and the apocryphal literature have
many references to wine more than can be accommodated within
the scope of this paper an example of the centrality of the symbol
of the vine and the wine it produced can be found in the jewish
traditions concerning the garden of eden these traditions suggest
that a river of wine flowed through the garden for the use of its
inhabitants49
inhabitants49 and that the tree of knowledge was a grapevine 5010
the grapevine planted by noah following the flood was also
thought to have come from the garden 51

new testament

the wedding

at cana and other social situations the

miracle of turning water into wine was an appropriate way for
jesus to begin his ministry during which he elevated wine as both
a symbol of the gospel and a symbol of the blood of the new
covenant the wedding at cana was a celebration in which wine
would have played a very typical part
before the miracle at cana occurred the disciples had manifested their faith in christ and had made the commitment to follow
him just prior to visiting cana the disciples said we have found
him of whom moses in the law and the prophets did write and
spoke in terms such as messias or christ son of god and king
of israel john 141 45 49 they then attended the wedding
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with jesus and his mother and were witnesses to the miracle after
his account of the event john tells us this beginning of miracles
did jesus in cana of galilee and manifested forth his glory and his
disciples believed on him john 211
on other occasions jesus participated with common people
Pharisees for doing
in their local customs and was censured by the pharisees
so jesus describes john the baptist as neither eating nor drinking to which his opponents said he hath a devil but jesus continues the son of man came eating and drinking and they say
18
19
behold a man gluttonous and a winebibber matt 11
1118
1819
111819
Pharis ees
when jesus ate at the house of
levi the scribes and pharisees
oflevi
drinkuth
eateth and drin
drinketh
keth
questioned his disciples how is it that he leateth
mark 216 jesus response was
with publicans
public ans and sinners
plain they that are whole have no need of the physician but
they that are sick 1I came not to call the righteous but sinners to
repentance mark 217 jesus further explained that while the
bridegroom is with them they are not to fast it is a time of joy
but the days will come when the bridegroom shall be taken away
from them and then shall they fast in those days mark 220 the
problem was not the substances jesus was eating and drinking but
the people with whom he was eating and drinking
wine and the vineyard as symbols following this interPharis ees jesus explains that his message is like
change with the pharisees
new wine it must be put in new bottles old bottles or used
wineskins
win eskins filled with new wine will burst when the wine begins to
ferment and gases form because the containers have no flexibility
or room for expansion the gospel cannot be constricted to the
forms and limitations of the old law just as old wineskins
win eskins cannot
hold the new wine mark 222
later jesus refers to isaiah and appeals to the metaphor of the
pharisees
vineyard to confront the chief priests and Pharisees

liis
lils

hear another parable there was

certain householder which
degged a wine
planted a vineyard and hedged it round about and digged
press in it and built a tower and let it out to husbandmen and went
into a far country and when the time of the fruit drew near he sent
his servants to the husbandmen that they might receive the fruits of
it matt 213334
2133 34
a

Pharis ees may not have understood the true
chief priests and pharisees
significance of this parable but from the story it became clear that

the
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the vineyard of isaiah the house of israel had not been tended
carefully when the servants of the householder were sent to it they
were turned away and even the son himself was slain when trying
Pharisees perceived that he spake of
to go unto the vineyard the pharisees
them and when they sought to lay hands on him they feared the
multitude because they took him for a prophet matt 2145 46
nowhere does the image of wine have more impact than in
the final days and moments of the life of the savior the fourth cup
of passover wine at the last supper was offered by the lord to the
apostles as a replacement for the sacrificial blood under the mosaic
covenant for this is my blood of the new testament or covenant
which is shed for many for the remission of sins matt 2628
following this introduction of the sacrament the lord proceeded to gethsemane a garden with an appropriate name the
sbemen
gat meaning press of shemen
siemen or oil 52 here jesus prayed 0 my
father if it be possible let this cup pass from me nevertheless not
as 1I will but as thou wilt matt 2639
2659 the savior partook of the
cup an allusion to the cup of wrath from the old testament and
suffered all the agonies of the world in luke one reads that as
jesus suffered in the garden his sweat was as it were great drops
of blood falling down to the ground luke 2244 one can almost
visualize the grapes being trodden and the blood of the grapes
pressed out as the lord was alone in the press at gethsemane
finally as he hung upon the cross jesus was offered vinegar an
inferior type of wine for his thirst jesus told his disciples that he
would partake of wine again only when 1I drink it new with you in
my fathers kingdom matt 2629
john in revelation tells us that before the expected marriage
supper of the lord and the joy of drinking the wine together the
wicked babylon will drink of the wine of the wrath of god
which is poured out without mixture into the cup of his indignation rev 1410 the wine of wrath will be full strength not
diluted with water the form to which the israelites were accustomed it is a gruesome scene
and the angel thrust in his sickle into the earth and gathered the
vine of the earth and cast it into the great winepress
wine press of the wrath of
god and the winepress
winepress was trodden without the city and blood
came out of the winepress
winepress even unto the horse bridles by the space
of a thousand and six hundred furlongs rev 141920
1419 20
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the lords

clothing will appear as a vesture dipped in blood and
he treadeth the winepress
wine press of the fierceness and wrath of almighty
god rev 1913 15 the mercy of god was extended to an
all his
ali
ail
children as the savior suffered in the press for all in the meridian of
time and now the justice of god will be meted out as the lord
treads the winepress
wine press to execute judgment on the wicked who
would not accept his offering 53

conclusion

the fruit of the vine gave many gifts to ancient israel it provided nourishment to both body and soul as beverage and offering
in times of plenty it was a sign of righteousness in times of sickness it was a healing agent for the wounded it was imported by
nebsit
nessit
king herod and was stored by the people at masada wine became
a symbol of grace and wrath but the terrible scenes of judgment
are not the final images of wine in the scriptures in the end wine
will again represent the happiness and blessings poured out by the
lord upon his people zechariah describes the joy the lord will
bring and their heart shall rejoice as through wine yea their
children shall see it and be glad their heart shall rejoice in the
lord zech 107 amos says of those days the mountains shall
drop sweet wine amos 913 wine is a symbol of fellowship in
celebration with family in communion with god at the temple and
with the sacrament and in the covenant for all who will join in the
great marriage supper of the lord
and also that a feast of fat things might be prepared for the poor yea
of wine on the lees well refined that the earth
may know that the mouths of the prophets shall not fail yea a supper of the house of the lord well prepared unto which all nations
shall be invited first the rich and the learned and the wise and the
noble and after that cometh the day of my power then shall the
poor the lame and the blind and the deaf come in unto the marriage of the lamb and partake of the supper of the lord prepared
for the great day to come dac
d&c 588 11
a feast of fat things

at the last supper

the savior taught the apostles about their
relationship to him touching on the imagery of the vineyard 1 I am
the vine ye are the branches he that abideth
arideth in me and 1I in him the
same bringeth
bringeth forth much fruit for without me ye can do nothing
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john 155 this statement of jesus may perhaps have been motivated by the great temple decoration of the vine as well as by
christs personal love for the land and agriculture of judea and
galilee the branches derive their life from the vine and as disciples they are enjoined to transmit that life into bearing good fruit
hives
ilves and bears witness
the fruit of the vine is a testimony of their lives
jh11151
11151
of the only true vine john
151

Jh

jo ann H seely is instructor of ancient scripture at brigham young university
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ancient israel 2 vols new york mcgraw hill 1961 1199205
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this must have been based on observation rather than scientific theory as
they did not have microscopes see william L coleman todays handbook of
bible times and customs neptune NJ bethany house 1984 68
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